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Abstract
Community question answering platforms like Stackoverflow are among the most popular
interactive environments on the Internet for individuals to share knowledge. Finding experts to
answer questions is one of those platforms’ major challenges. To this end, we compare SBERT-
Rec and LDA-Rec, two recommender system algorithms which are based on the state-of-the-art
transformer architecture and well-established probabilistic topic modeling algorithm Latent
Dirichlet Allocation, respectively. Our results show that SBERT-Rec significantly outperforms
LDA-Rec in terms of average rank score. While SBERT-Rec excels in an open-world scenario
with no presumptions about the underlying subjects of the corpus, LDA-Rec carves out distinct
and human interpretable topics inside a niche closed-world corpus. Finally, we provide a novel
metric for expert matching evaluation that supports partial experts/non-experts annotations.
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1. Introduction

With free online encyclopedias like Wikipedia and search engines, internet users can
access any bit of information, regardless of time or location. From the start of the
Internet, people used this new freedom to find like-minded people to share knowledge and
ideas. Community-driven question and answer websites like Stackoverflow have emerged
in recent years, matching questioners with domain experts. Many such niche platforms
exist providing a question-and-answer system with an embedded voting mechanism [1].

Since these websites are entirely community-regulated, there is no inherent distinction
between experts in specific fields allowing anyone to answer. Thus, users are equally
presented with new questions covering a wide range of topics regardless of personal
expertise. This raises the central question of this work: Can we match questions to
experts solely based on a platform’s historical question and answer data without any
true expert annotations?
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E-commerce websites are faced with a similar problem to increase the conversion rate
and leverage recommender systems to suggest products to users matching their interests.
Amazon and Netflix are two well-known examples that recommend products and movies
based on a user’s search or purchase history [2, 3].

This paper examines two different recommender systems (RS) for question-to-expert
matching: 1) Topic modeling based RS and 2) transformer-embedding based RS. While
the former approach yields interpretable closed-world topics, the latter’s embeddings are
more expressive due to the incorporation of world knowledge, thus leading to superior
recommendation performance. Finally, we propose a new metric for recommender systems
that supports partially annotated data.

2. Related Work

We look at the existing research from three perspectives: recommender systems, statistical
topic models, and expert finding.

2.1. Expert Finding and Statistical Topic Models

Popular online knowledge-sharing communities like Quora and Stackoverflow have become
well-known platforms for finding people with specific knowledge in academic and non-
academic fields. The goal of these platforms is to present the most relevant experts to a
user searching for a term. LDA topic modeling [4] is one of the methods to achieve this
goal. Using LDA, the relevant topics from a corpus are identified and used to establish
an association among each user and their field of experts [5]. LDA topic modeling is
widely used in expert community question answering [6], [7], [8], expert identification [9],
and matching companies to news articles [10].

2.2. Recommender Systems

A recommender system is a crucial component of e-commerce, marketing, and social
media platforms that predicts what consumers find interesting. Moreover, recommender
systems are increasingly used in expert finding [11] and, more specifically, in finding
experts in software development for design decision making [12].

A typical recommender system runs on one of the three fundamental engines: content-
based systems, hybrid filtering, and collaborative filtering-based systems. Content-based
filtering [13] recommends products or services based on item similarity and previous
online activity. This filter avoids a cold start for new items by not relying on other users’
comments [14],[15]. Unlike content-based filtering, collaborative filtering [16] suggests
people based on shared interests. Lastly, hybrid filtering methods combine these two
approaches [17].

By using natural language processing techniques such as BERT [18], recommender
systems can provide more relevant suggestions to users. Several studies have used BERT
in collaborative filtering [19] and other recommender systems, significantly improving
recommendations [20],[21]. Furthermore, SBERT [22], a more computational efficient
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Figure 1: Proposed recommender system architectures LDA-Rec and SBERT-Rec: A user/question pair
is vectorized in terms of LDA’s topic space or SBERT’s embeddings space. The resulting question and
user representation are then compared via Kullback-Leibler divergence 𝐷𝐾𝐿 within LDA-Rec and cosine
similarity within SBERT-Rec.

variant of BERT optimized for sentence similarity estimation, has been used to match
jobs and job seekers [23].

3. Approach

We propose two different recommender system approaches, namely LDA-Rec and SBERT-
Rec, as shown in Fig. 1. LDA-Rec utilizes LDA’s probabilistic topic modeling to represent
questions and users within the topic space. The dissimilarity of question and user pairs
is estimated via Kullback-Leibler divergence. The SBERT-Rec recommender system
comprises a SBERT model for question/user representation and a subsequent cosine
similarity estimation module. LDA-Rec differs fundamentally from SBERT-Rec in the
way the representations are estimated. The LDA model makes a closed-world assumption
learning granular topics within a corpus, whereas the SBERT model incorporates world
knowledge, making it less focused on a particular subject. Further, LDA provides
interpretable corpus-inherent topics, providing valuable insights into the subjects discussed
on these platforms.

3.1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a generative probabilistic model for topic modeling
[4]. It is a hierarchical Bayesian model that estimates the probability distributions of
topics appearing in a document and of words associated with those topics. For each topic
the model iteratively ranks the vocabulary to maximize their likelihood using variational
methods and the EM algorithm [4].

3.2. Sentence BERT

Sentence BERT (SBERT) is a fine-tuned BERT model optimized for text similarity
estimation. As shown by [24, 22], the original BERT architecture provides state-of-
the-art results on semantic textual similarity (STL). This setup, however, requires
both sentences as input for similarity estimation, leading to considerable computational



Mathematics Computer Science
Users 84,896 245,701
Questions 1,371,686 1,806,605
Answers 1,770,606 3,891,942

Table 1
Number of questions, answers, and active users in the mathematics and computer science datasets.

(a) Training (b) Inference

Figure 2: Fine-tuning of BERT via siamese network setup [26]: Two sentences are forwarded through
the BERT model with tied weights yielding BERT embeddings 𝑢 and 𝑣. The network is fine-tuned via
cross-entropy loss using the softmax outputs. At inference time, sentence similarity is computed via
cosine similarity of embeddings 𝑢 and 𝑣. Illustrations taken from [25].

inefficiencies. [25] points out that determining the most similar sentence pairs out of
10,000 sentences requires 50,000,000 inferences. This computational overhead also renders
our recommender system infeasible since our objective is to match questions to potential
experts from a set of more than 10,000 users.

SBERT provides a solution to this problem in two ways as illustrated in Fig. 2: a) The
embeddings are fine-tuned in a Siamese network setup, which yields embeddings better
capturing a sentence’s semantics. b) The cosine similarity measure is decoupled from the
network itself. The two adaptations allow computing the embeddings only once and then
calculating the sentence similarity offline. The authors of [25] has shown that this more
efficient setup provides state-of-the-art results, making it a superior approach.



Approach Dataset average rank

LDA-Rec Math 76.1
SBERT-Rec Math 83.8
LDA-Rec CS 77.5
SBERT-Rec CS 90.5

Table 2
Average rank scores of the LDA and SBERT recommender models on the math and computer science
datasets

4. Experiments

4.1. Evaluation Approach

While the two datasets represent a typical recommender system setting for expert
matching, they impose complicated challenges on recommender system evaluation. This
is because only a tiny fraction of experts respond to a question and the remaining
unknown experts are indistinguishable from non-experts.

Unknown experts can be expected to achieve high similarity scores, rendering rec-
ommender metrics such as precision@k and recall@k with their constant 𝑘 infeasible.
Similarly, the order-aware mean reciprocal rank metric only considers the top-ranked
true expert, which greatly depends on the unknown ratio of true experts vs. unknown
experts, and disregards the remaining true experts.

To this end, we propose the average rank metric

𝑠(𝑞, 𝑒, 𝑢) = {
1, if sim(𝑞, 𝑒) > sim(𝑞, 𝑢)
0, otherwise

(1)

rel rank(𝑞, 𝑒) = 1
|𝑈 \{𝑒}|

∑
𝑢∈𝑈\{𝑒}

𝑠(𝑞, 𝑒, 𝑢) (2)

average rank(𝑞) = 1
|𝐸𝑞|

∑
𝑒∈𝐸𝑞

rel rank(𝑞, 𝑒), (3)

which averages the relative rank of every true expert 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑞 of question 𝑞 among
all remaining users 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈\{𝑒} based on similarity function sim(𝑞, 𝑢), irrespective of true
experts, non-experts, and unknown experts. Analogous to AUROC in outlier detection
setting [27, 28], this metric can be interpreted as the probability of a random true expert
being ranked higher than a randomly sampled user. As a result, the average rank metric
is independent of dataset size and considers all true experts within the evaluation.

LDA-Rec and SBERT-Rec are evaluated with respect to their relative rank over all
questions in a dataset. In case of KBL divergence, we compute its inverse so a higher
value corresponds to a higher similarity.



(a) CS (b) Math

Figure 3: LDA topic coherence with varying number of topics.

4.2. Datasets

We trained and evaluated our models on two community question answering datasets.
The first one covers mathematics and contains questions and answers from Math Stack
Exchange1, while the second covers computer science and software engineering from
Stack Overflow2.The Internet Archive3 has a data dump from both sites’ posts. The
datasets are large-scale, well-known, and contain a wide range of topics, questions, and
users. They are an excellent fit for our research question since many learning platforms
are designed similarly.

We applied multiple preprocessing steps to the datasets. First, we created questions
by concatenating the titles with the corresponding main texts and removed users with
less than 50 answers to assure expert representations of high quality. Then we split each
question’s text into its constituent words while converting each character into lower case
and applying lemmatization. Moreover, we filtered out special characters, stop words,
and one-letter words.

The key idea is to represent a user by all the questions he answered and measure its
similarity to the representation of the question at hand. We assume a user to be a true
expert for all questions that he answered. Likewise, we consider a user that answered
similar questions before but not this one as an unknown expert and everyone else as
non-experts. Note that unknown experts are indistinguishable from non-experts within
the dataset.

Table 1 shows the final number of questions, answers, and users in each dataset.
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Figure 4: Density histograms of question/expert and question/non-expert similarity measured by 𝐷𝐾𝐿
for SBERT and cosine similarity for LDA. Note that 𝐷𝐾𝐿 measures dissimilarities causing the histograms
to be flipped.

4.3. Results

The LDA model has been trained for 500 iterations and 100 passes. For the Math and CS
datasets, we determined the number of topics to be 12 and 14, respectively, as supported
by the topic coherence development, shown in Fig. 3. For the SBERT-Rec, we used the
pre-trained model without further fine-tuning.

As shown in Table 2, SBERT-Rec significantly outperforms LDA-Rec on both Math
and CS datasets by 7 and 13 percentage points, respectively. Further, LDA only improves
slightly on the CS dataset compared to the Math dataset, whereas SBERT’s enhances
7 percentage points. As a topic in CS can be arbitrary, e.g., due to the advent of new
technologies every year, it can be assumed that the CS dataset comprises more distinct
topics than the Math dataset. This is in line with the increase in average rank scores on
the CS dataset for both models.

1https://math.stackexchange.com, Math Stack Exchange
2https://stackoverflow.com, Stack Overflow
3https://archive.org/details/stackexchange, The Internet Archive



Id Name Top four words
1 General request use, like, would, want
2 Code new, class, string, public
3 Backend application, server, run, error
4 File handling file, c, x, b
5 User input name, value, type, form
6 Java script function, page, text, html
7 Databases table, query, database, id
8 Websites http, com, xml, url
9 Authentification user, view, self, model
10 Java webservice java, org, service, web
11 HTML div, td, px, width
12 Android development android, layout, parent, id
13 .net web service event, asp, control, net
14 Images list, image, item, li

Table 3
Learned computer science topics represented by the four words having highest topic importance

Additionally to the average rank scores, we plotted the density histograms of ex-
pert/question similarities and non-expert/question similarities, as displayed in Fig. 4. On
both datasets, the similarity histograms are better separated, compliant with SBERT-
Rec’s higher average rank scores.

While SBERT-Rec can be regarded as a black-box model, each topic learned by LDA
is the vocabulary ranked by topic relevancy and thus interpretable. As shown in Table 3
and Table 4, the set of learned topics within CS is more distinct than the topics within
the Math dataset, explaining the superior scores on the CS dataset. Nevertheless, for
LDA-Rec, the average rank score difference between the two datasets is less significant
in comparison to SBERT-Rec. This pinpoints LDA’s advantage as a closed-set topic
modeling algorithm to learn niche corpora.

In conclusion, we have empirically shown that both methods are practical recommender
systems tailored for orthogonal settings. While SBERT-Rec performs best in an open-
world scenario without presumptions on the corpus-inherent topics, LDA-Rec can carve
out clear topics within a niche closed-world corpus.

5. Conclusion

This study presents two recommender systems for expert finding in community question
answering platforms like Stack Overflow, using LDA topic modeling and the transformer-
baed SBERT model. We test our approach on large-scale datasets from Stack Overflow
and Math Stack Exchange, demonstrating its effectiveness and delivering high-quality
expert matching results. Our results reveal that SBERT-Rec outscored LDA-Rec on
both datasets based on the average rank score. While SBERT-Rec performs better in
an open-world scenario with no presumptions about the corpus’s underlying subjects,
LDA-Rec finds unique topics inside a particular closed-world corpus. In terms of future



Id Name Top four words
1 Formulas alpha, cdot, sigma, beta
2 Probability theory theta, probability, variable, random
3 Graphs point, line, graph, circle
4 Group theory mathcal, omega, group, element
5 Set theory set, subset, space, open
6 Equations frac, right, left, int
7 Logarithms text, mu, gamma, log
8 Matrices end, begin, matrix, lambda
9 Functions mathbb, function, delta, epsilon
10 Number theory number, integer, prime, polynomial
11 Proofs prove, show, let, proof
12 General request find, would, question, use

Table 4
Learned math topics represented by the four words having highest topic importance

research, it would be interesting to employ the auto-regressive language model Generative
Pre-trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3), which incorporates even more world knowledge. We
will also investigate the effect of tags on the representation of the questions.
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